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Building a Log Bench from Sourced Wood This log bench design is a classic yet versatile piece of furniture to
have in your home or garden. You never know, it might just end up being a family heirloom.
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In Handmade Chic: Fashionable Projects That Look High-End, Not Homespun, Laura Bennett shares simple
strategies for creating 40 small luxuries and high-fashion accessories, from a smart leather iPad portfolio to a
feather-embellished evening bag.With sections organized in skill-building order and based on type of
accessoryâ€”small leather goods, agendas and notepads, electronics, bags and ...
Handmade Chic: Fashionable Projects That Look High-End
New! The Biodiesel Bible. by Keith Addison, Journey to Forever. This is the only book that thoroughly covers
the entire subject of making your own biodiesel â€“ all the information at the Journey to Forever website and
very much more.. Learn how to make top-quality biodiesel that will pass all the quality standards
requirements every time.
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PUBLIC INDEX Index to all the public issues of the RawHide Gazette. See the Members Index for additional
issues on special topics.
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IF THIS IS YOUR FIRST VISIT - PLEASE NOTE: You must REGISTER before you can post, view all the
pictures, see all threads or participate. Registering will also stop those annoying popup link ads from
appearing.
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